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                	            Starbucks® by Nespresso® for Vertuo

                          Take advantage of authentic Starbucks® coffee and espresso at home. One touch of a button delivers authentically delicious taste and quality, every time.
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							NESPRESSO® VERTUO
							        	 						 
									How to Make Café Quality Coffee at Home
															                        	<p>Nespresso<sup>®</sup> Vertuo makes brewing café-quality coffees as easy as pushing a button. Vertuo is different from other brewing machines—its innovative brewing technology reads the barcode on each capsule to brew the perfect-sized cup. So it's never been easier to make your favorite coffee drinks.</p>
							5 mins						
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									How to Make Latte Art at Home
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							BLENDING & ROASTING
							        	 						 
									The Starbucks® Coffee Roast Spectrum
															                        	<p>There’s a vast and rewarding world of coffees out there to enjoy. The more you understand coffee roasting and the delicious nuances it uncovers, the easier it will be to explore outside your coffee comfort zone. Read on to learn about our roast spectrum, from our smooth, light-bodied Starbucks<sup>®</sup> Blonde Roast to our rich, bold Dark Roast—and everything in between.</p>
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					Nestlé uses Starbucks trademarks under license. Keurig and K-Cup are trademarks of Keurig Green Mountain, Inc., used with permission. Pike Place is a trademark of The Pike Place Market PDA, used under license. NESPRESSO® is a registered trademark of Société des Produits Nestlé S.A. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
				

			

		

	





		
  
  
 


 
  

        
        

































































                
    
    
    